Degrees of Comparison Exercise

Fill in the blanks.

1. He is not ...................... intelligent as his brother.
   
as
   more
   most

2. Mt. Everest is the ......................... peak in the world.
   
high
higher
highest

3. Oranges are ......................... than apples.
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4. I don’t earn as ........-------------- as you do.

- more
- many
- much

5. No other animal is ....................... large as the blue whale.

Please select 2 correct answers

- so
- more
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6. The pen is ........................................ than the sword.

- more mighty
- mightier
- more mightier

7. Africa is ........................................ than any other continent.

- more hot
- hotter
- as hot

8. Beethoven is one of the ..........................
composers of music.

great

greatest

greater

9. Kashmir is .................. than any other place in India.

beautiful

more beautiful

beautifuller

10. Ravi is the .................. of my sons.

young

younger
11. Cancer is ......................... than any other disease.

deadlier
more deadly
most deadly

12. You eat a lot ......................... than I do.
much
many
more
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Answers

He is not as intelligent as his brother.
Mt. Everest is the highest peak in the world.
Oranges are cheaper than apples.
I don’t earn as much as you do.
No other animal is so/as large as the blue whale.
The pen is mightier than the sword.
Africa is hotter than any other continent.
Beethoven is one of the greatest composers of music.
Kashmir is more beautiful than any other place in India.
Ravi is the youngest of my sons.
Cancer is deadlier than any other disease.
You eat a lot more than I do.